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ABSTRACT 

We present results of a proof-of-principle experiment on direct 

recovery of residual hydrogen ions based on a magnetic electron sup-

pression scheme. Ions extracted from a source plasma a few kilovolts 

above the ground potential (^20 A) are accelerated to AO keV by a negative 

potential maintained on a neutralizer gas cell. As the residual ions 

exit the gas cell, they are deflected from the neutral beam by a magnetic 

field that also suppresses gas cell electrons and then recovered on a 

ground-potential surface. Under optimum conditions, a recovery efficiency 

(the ratio of the net recovered current to the available full-energy ion 

current) of 80% ± 20% has been obtained. Magnetic suppression of the 

beam plasma electrons was rather easily achieved; however, handling the 

fractional-energy ions originating from molecular species (Hg and h1j) 

proved to be extremely important to recovery efficiency. 

v 



1. INTRODUCTION 

When charge exchange is used, ion-to-ncutral conversion efficiency 

decreases rapidly as the energy per nucleon increases. Because of this, 

neutral injectors based on positive ions appear less attractive for 

future fusion reactors that require deuterium beams of up to 200 keV. 

One way to improve the injector efficiency is to recover the residual 

ion energy that otherwise would be wasted. Efforts aimed at direct 

recovery of charged particle energy began with the concept of recovering 

the energy of end-lost ions in magnetic mirror devices. 1' 2 The main 

difficulty in a direct recovery device is to effectively prevent the 

space-charge neutralizing electrons from flowing along with the ions as 

the ions are decelerated. Both electrostatic 3 - 6 and magnetic 7' 8 

suppression schemes have been tried on neutral beam test stands. 

We previously reported a preliminary result of the magnetic block-

ing experiment, 7 which provided evidence of successful electron blocking 

by a transverse magnetic fjeld. In this paper, we describe a follow-up 

experiment that incorporated a modified recovery geometry and improved 

diagnostics. The geometry of the gas cell extension used in this 

experiment precludes any strong electric fields in the region where ions 

are bent by the magnetic field. This geometry may be termed loosely 

coupled, in contrast to the previous geometry, 7 in which the ground-

potential surface is rather closely coupled to the gas cell end in the 

region of magnetic deflection. The typical beam current and energy for 

the experiment reported here were 20 A and 35 keV, respectively, at the 

acclerator column. The residual full-energy ion current available at 

the end of the gas cell was about 10% of the total extracted current. 

1 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND DIAGNOSTICS 

The ISX-B prototype beam line 9 was modified to be suitable for 

direct ion energy recovery experiments. A schematic of the experiment 

is shown in Fig. 1 along with the potential distribution along the beam 

line. In this experiment, the existing charged-particle separation 

magnet is used as an electron suppressor, with the neutralizer gas cell 

extended to the magnet, and the power supplies are connected so as to 

maintain a high negative electrostatic potential on the gas cell struc-

ture while the ion source and the recovery plate are near or at ground 

potential. As shown in Fig. 1, a series of resistive loads across the 

high-voltage power supply provides proper voltages to the electrodes, 

namely, the decel voltage across the second gap and the electron collec-

tor voltage of a few kilovolts (positive with respect to the gas cell 

potential). A separate power supply is used to keep the i n source 

plasma slightly positive above ground so that the recovered ions come to 
+ + 

the ground plate with a finite kinetic energy. Molecular ions (H2 and H 3 ) , 

extracted from the source along with atomic ions (H*), are dissociated into 

atomic particles as they pass through a near-equilibrium gas cell. 

These particles have energies of one-half (E/2) or one-third (E/3) the 

original acceleration energy (E) and cannot reach the ground-potential 

surfaces. 

The geometry of the gas cell extension is shown in Fig. 2. The end 

structure is a metal box with its forward (downstream) sides open for 

the passage of neutrals and deflected full-energy ions. An electron 

collector ring is fastened around the opening of the box and extends a 

few centimeters beyond it. The side plates of the extension overlap 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of ion recovery experiment and 
the potential distribution along the beam line. 
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the end section of the gas cell. 
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essentially all of the magnet pole face. With this geometry, both the 

electrons and residual ions experience the transverse magnetic field in 

the absence of any strong electric fields. The field strength of the 

transverse magnet is approximately Gaussian in the direction parallel to 

the pole face (an e-folding length of ±17 cm) and scales linearly with 

the coil current (the midplane field strength of 3.5 x l O - 4 T/A). 

The separation of the beam plasma electrons and the residual ener-

getic ions begins at the entrance to the magnet region; there, electrons 

tend to gyrate along the transverse flux lines, whereas ion trajectories 

are only bent. Any electric fields owing to the ions moving away or to 

field penetration through the open end are approximately perpendicular 

to the magnetic field, producing only E x B drifts of the electrons. It 

is expected that the beam plasma electrons eventually terminate either 

on the gas cell wall or at the collector ring. Under a proper range of 

magnetic field strengths, the lower-energy ions (E/2 and E/3) are re-

flected into the inside walls of the gas cell, whereas the full-energy 

ions are deflected from the neutral beam passage and leave the gas cell. 

The full-energy ions then reach the surrounding ground- potential 

surfaces while being decelerated. 

Two diagnostic techniques were employed in the experiment: calo-

rimetry and current measurement. The essential places in the beam line 

were calorimetrlcally monitored by measuring the temperature rise of 

cooling water to determine beam power depositions. The total power 

accountability was about 90% of the accelerator power under the non-

recovery mode of operation. Measured currents include those through the 

booster supply (I R), through the accelerator power supply (I.), from the 



extraction grid (I ), from the gas cell (I ), and from the electron ex g 

collector (* e c) (see Fig. 1). Ti •* booster current Ig represents the 

total system current, which comprises the total extracted ion current 

from the discharge source plasma and the small parasitic current in the 

accelerator column. If any net recovery of ions is made, then the drain 

current through the accelerator supply solely attributable to the beam 

will be smaller than where the drain current I D is obtained from the 

measured by subtracting the leakage current through the resistive 

load in our present circuitry. The net recovered ion current I is K 
therefore estimated as I_ = L, - I-. This current and the corresponding K i> JJ 
power I V , where V is the gas cell voltage, are simply unused (or K g S 

saved) in the accelerator supply in the recovery scheme of Fig. 1. Here 

and I are the sources of energy loss, which can be made negligible 

in actual application. Both the decel gap potential and the electron 

collector potential can be supplied by separate power supplies of a few 

kilovolts floating at the high negative potential. 
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3 . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental data are analyzed in terms of current recovery 

efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of the net recovered ion current 

tc the available full-energy ion current at the end of the gas cell. 

This can be expressed as 

'IR 
t b - ^ 

W l f + 
(1) 

where n is the total beam transmission efficiency through the gas cell, 
O 

fj is the fraction of atomic species (e.g., H* or D*) in the extracted 

beam, and f~ is the equilibrium fraction of ions in the neutralize gas 

cell (e.g., H 2 or gac). 

The overall injector system efficiency with ion energy recovery 

(n ) is expressed as the ratio of the neutral beam energy delivered to 

the target (i.e., fusion plasmas) to the total consumed energy, or 

R W o \ . n - - , (2) 
X B V T " V V T ~ V W 1 T 1 I R + ^ e c 

CO 
where V„,, V , V , f , and ri respectively are the total accelerator 1 B ec o t 

voltage, the boost voltage, the electron collector bias with respect to 

the gas cell potential, the equilibrium fraction of neutrals, and the 

transmission efficiency to the target. The energy loss term owing to 

electron current drain to the collector (I V ) is (or can be made) ec ec 
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negligible In practice compared with the recovered energy term. The 

ratio of the electron current to the residual ion current is on the 

order of (m^E /m E ^ w h i c h is typically less than 1 (Eg a few eV, 

E. ^ tens of keV, and m./m ^ 1838-3677), and V /V_ « 1. If we l l e ec JL 
oo oo 

neglect the electron energy loss term and if w e let f + = 1 - f and 

vu/vrr = as a practical value, then Eq. (2) simplifies to B X 

n K . ( 3 ) 

1 - 0.97(1 - V - l ^ f , 

Note that the numerator in this equation is the system efficiency 

without the recovery of ion energy. 

Current recovery efficiencies are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function 

of the magnetic field strength for different energies of hydrogen ion 

beams. Typically, fx as 0.85 and n ^ 0.43, and thus the available full-8 
energy ion current is about 10% of I,,. There exists a critical field 

strength below which the current recovery efficiency n ^ becomes nega-

tive, that is, there is more electron drain current than recovered ion 

current. The critical magnetic field strength seems to increase with 

the increased beam energy. This seems to indicate that recovery is 

predominantly spoiled by fractional-energy ions that leak out of the end 

of the gas cell and turn back to the outside walls of the cell, genera-

ting secondary electrons. The secondary electrons then freely accelerate 

onto the ground-potential surfaces, canceling the recovered positive ion 

current. As the magnetic field strength is increased, the orbits of the 

fractional-energy ions become tighter, and hence fewer lower-energy ions 
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Fig. 3. Current recovery efficiency data as a 
function of magnetic field strength for three beam 
energies. 
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leak out* This conjecture is partly supported by the monotonic increase 

of ri^ a s the magnetic field strength increases, because the effective-

ness of electron suppression is not believed to be such a smooth func-

tion of the magnetic field strength. Because of the limited magnet coil 

power supply, however, we were not able to verify a plateau at the high-

efficiency region. Despite the large error bars associated with both 

measurements and analyses, it is fair to conclude from the data shown in 

Fig. 3 that n I R = 80% ± 20% is achievable. 

Calorimetric measurements of beam power deposition show an Inde-

pendent verification of the performance of ion energy recovery. The top 

portion of Fig. 4 is a collection of data as a function of field strength 

that shows that the total sum of calorimetrically measured powers 

normalized to IDV decreases, or the unaccounted power increases, as the 13 

recovery efficiency increases. We have noted that the calorimetry 

system has a 90% accountability in the nonrecovery mode of operation. 

At high magnetic fields where nIR — 80% is obtained from measurements of 

currents, a net power of 8% of I V . (i.e., 18% minus 10%) is "missing," is 1 

or saved, under the recovery mode. In other words, calorimetric measure-

ments showed that about 8% of I_ was recovered, which is consistent with l) 

the result from the current measurement ( ^ * 6-10% of . 

Variations of power loading to two places of interest are examined 

as a function of magnetic field in the bottom portion of Fig. 4. 

Contributions to power loading on the electron collector ring are from 

direct interception of deflected ions (mainly on the bottom portion of 

the ring) and from collected electrons being accelerated to V£c (mainly 

on the top portion of the ring). Data plotted in Fig. 4 show a somewhat 
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Fig. 4. Deficit in the total calorimetric power 
in the beam line normalized to I_V_ (top) and normalized 

o T 
powers on the electron collector and on the magnet pole 
(bottom), both as a function of the magnetic field 
strength. 
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constant level up to a coll current of 300 A, beyond which the level 

decreases appreciably with increasing magnetic field strength. Power 

loading to the magnet pole faces, which are at ground potential, is 

solely due to electrons either (1) leaking out of the gas cell without 

being effectively suppressed or (2) produced as secondary emissions from 

the outside wall of the gas cell, resulting from possible ion bombardment. 

This electron current, deduced from the calorimetric data and the 

values of V , monotonicsIly decreases with increasing magnetic field 
5 

strength. This variation again appears to be consistent with the 

variation of the current recovery efficiency shown in Fig. 3. 

Figure 5 shows the wave form of and and the corresponding 

current recovery efficiency as functions of time into a pulse. Also 

shown is the pressure in the beam line chamber measured downstream from 

the magnet as a function of time. For a pulse length of 100 ms, the 

scattered data may indicate that the effectiveness of the recovery 

scheme is insensitive to pressure and to time into a pulse. 

In summary, we note the following features of the present magnetic 

electron suppression scheme: 

1. Electrons in the gas cell seemed to be well suppressed and were 

found to collect on the electron collector ring by the transverse 

magnetic field. The level of E x B drifted electron current on the ring 

was low, but was comparable to the recovered ion current. How this 

electron current will scale with the recovered ion current has yet to be 

investigated experimentally; however, a theoretical treatment of a 

similar case has been reported.10 
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2. Handling of lower-energy ions proved to be a very critical 

factor in achieving a high efficiency because these ions could be the 

major source of secondary electrons that cannot be suppressed. However, 

a proper combination of the geometry of the end of the gas cell and the 

magnetic field strength can confine them within the gas cell and, 

hence, suppress the secondary electrons. The energy of these ions is 

not recovered in the present scheme. 

3. Unlike the electrostatic suppression scheme, this scheme does 

not necessitate the exposure of any electrodes to the beams, thus 

eliminating such problems as extra ion loss, secondary emission of 

electrons, and outgassing. 

4. Recovery of full-energy Ions is made off the beam axis and 

hence does not rely on space-charge spreading along the beam axis. This 

fact allows us to provide with ease a large volume and sufficient 

pumping near the recovery region. 

5. This scheme is applicable to any size beam because it does not 

depend on field penetration or ion space charge, and, in principle, high 

ion current densities can be handled as well. 
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4. EXTRAPOLATION TO HIGHER-ENERGY SYSTEMS 

Based on the experimental results presented in the preceding 

section, a conceptual design has been developed in which the fractional-+ + 
energy ions [Hj (E/2), Hj (E/3), etc.] are reflected by a vertical 

magnet into the gas cell wall and the full-energy ions escape the gas 

cell-magnet region. A schematic of such a design is illustrated in 

Fig. 6 for a 120-keV hydrogen injector. Extrapolation to higher energies 

and to deuterium injectors is rather straightforward. The dimension of 

the magnet pole, the magnetic field strength, and the geometry of gas 

cell end structure are the primary parameters to vary in order to make 

the basic design principle suitable for any extrapolated conditions. 

The electron collector ring is not shown in Fig. 6. Notice also that 

the top side of the gas cell is extended for the additional purpose of 

intercepting negative ions that are present in the beam because of 

charge-exchange processes. 

A parametric study for various beam energies in terms of the system 

efficiency given by Eq. (3) is shown in Fig. 7. The enhancement factor 

is defined as (ti - rj) /n, where n is the system efficiency without 

recovery and is equal to the numerator of Eq. (2). This is plotted as a 

function of the energy per nucleon of the beam particle. Curve A 

represents the "best possible" enhancement that one would obtain by 

using the recovery scheme, in which the atomic ion fraction (f i), the 

transmission efficiency through.a gas cell (n ), and the current reco-8 
very efficiency (ijg) are assumed to improve to 90%. Curve B is based 

on the present technology, where fj and n are 85% and riT1> is 80%. For g IK 
example, the efficiency of a 160-keV deuterium injector would be enhanced 
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Fig. 6. A conceptual design of a recovery system 
for 120-keV hydrogen beams 40 cm wide. 
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Fig. 7. System efficiency enhancement owing 
to ion recovery vs nonrecovery as a function of 
beam energy. 
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by 65% based on the present technology and by 100% based on the improved 

technology as a result of the ion energy recovery. It is expected that 

the enhancement factor increases as the beam energy increases because 

the ion-to-neutral conversion efficiency (f™) decreases with the in-

creasing energy. 

Values of actual system efficiencies are plotted for the cases of 

interest in Fig. 8. The equilibrium neutral fraction f™ is the maximum 

limit for the system efficiency without recovery in which case the power 

transmission efficiency to the target (nt) is 100%. The present tech-

nology achieves nfc — 60% in the ISX-B neutral beam system.9 Thus, the 

curve n is the system efficiency without the ion recovery based on 
00 

n = 0.6 fQ. The system efficiencies with ion energy recovery are shown 

by the solid lines enhanced by two different cases (A and B of Fig. 7) 

over the extrapolated efficiency without the recovery n. For a 160-keV 

deuterium injector, for example, if n t "= 60% is maintained, the system 

efficiency (n - 17% without the recovery) is enhanced to *»28% with the 

present parameters and ^35% with the best possible parameters. Shown 

also in Fig. 8 is the best possible efficiency in the limit of nfc + 100% 
[the curve f°°(l + A)]. If the enhancement factor at high energies is to o 

remain high (VL00%), the most important remaining parameter will be the 

power transmission efficiency to a target r)t» which depends on beam 

optics in a given beam line geometry. 
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